Using standard methods the bloodcounting technician to-day carries a multitude of pipettes on his rounds. These pipettes must be carefully filled to a mark with blood, and then with diluting fluid, care being taken to avoid air bubbles. Later, the pipettes must be individually cleansed, using suction apparatus.
The method described in this report requires no pipettes or filling-to-mark procedures at the patient's bedside. It employs the principle of a calibrated capillary tube for blood sampling described by Goldfeder and her co-workers (1948) in animals. The Mercury is drawn into a standard Thoma whitecell pipette up to the 0.5 mark, and the measured volume of mercury is transferred to a length of capillary tubing through a wide end. Lengths of capillary tubing containing the measured amount of mercury are marked off with a diamond-point pencil, and these calibrated lengths are then separated into individual tubes. Thus, each capillary tube contains exactly the volume of blood ordinarily drawn into the white-cell pipette up to the 0.5 mark. Capillary tubes for the red-cell and haemoglobin determinations are prepared by the same technique using the corresponding pipettes. By this technique, a large supply of calibrated capillary tubes can be prepared at one time.
Red Cell Count.-Diluting fluid (Hayem's solution) is drawn into a standard red cell pipette up to the 101 mark, and then transferred to a small test tube (75 x 10 mm.). The. finger-tip is punctured. A calibrated red-cell capillary tube, held in a pair of forceps, is touched to the finger-tip blood, and this results in immediate filling of the tube by capillary action. The blood-filled capillary is then dropped into the test tube containing the diluting fluid,t after which mixing is readily accomplished by shaking. A drop of red-cell suspension is then transferred to a counting chamber by means of a glass rod or applicator stick, and the cells are counted by the usual method.
VWhite Cell Count-The method is in every way identical with that described for the red cells, except that the corresponding diluting fluid (2 per cent acetic acid), diluting volume,: and calibrated white cell capillary tube is used. 
BLOOD SAMPLING PROCEDURE

Data
Blood counts were made on twenty-five patients employing both the standard method as described by Todd and Sanford (1943) and the modified capillary method. Each determination was made twice by each method, totalling four complete blood counts on each patient. The results are shown in Table I . The data in Table II demonstrate that the figures obtained -by paired determinations using capillary tubes for cell counts differ from each other less than the results with standard pipettes.
The statistical significance of these differences of the means of columns 3 from 4 and of column 5 from 6 have been calculated,* and yield a probability of about 2 in 100 that these differences are due to chance alone. On the other hand, the mean differences between paired determinations of haemoglobin showed the same value by both methods.
Discussion
The advantages of the capillary tube method described are especially apparent in hospitals and clinics where many blood counts are done daily. Only one set of pipettes is required for any number of complete blood counts. The capillary tubes can be calibrated readily in the laboratory, * Comparison of the mean difference of paired red counts by the standard method to the mean difference of paired red counts by the capillary method yielded a t value of 2.15. The t value for the same comparison for white counts was 2.6. t is calculated from the formula: 
